
If possible, show your child a real rabbit or a video of rabbits before the session, and talk about it’s body parts and 
features, movement and body positions. Then show your child a toy rabbit, or the pictures provided. Look at the 
rabbit carefully and talk about important features: the body, the head, the two front paws, and the two ears. 
Emphasise how soft, furry and adorable the rabbit is.

Use one of the ideas here to model how to construct a rabbit. For example, you could 
show them how to make a white rabbit with black ears out of a set of four white 
circles and two black ovals. Comment on what you are doing, for example: I’m going 
to make a white rabbit with floppy black ears. I’m going to make my rabbit out of 
white circles and black ovals. First I’m going to take the biggest white circle. That’s 
rabbit’s body. Now I need a head for the rabbit, and some paws. Which circle do you 
think I should use for the head, this one or one of these? Yes, this one because it’s 
bigger, and these for the paws. And now the ears. A black oval for the left ear and 
another black oval for the right ear. 

You can add any details you or your child would like. For example, tiny circles for eyes, tiny red triangles for a 
mouth and nose, or funny objects like bowties, as shown in the image above, from your extra felt sheets. You 
could also add snow, like in the last session.

Ask your child to put some more rabbits in the wood with you. They will need to decide if they are going to make 
white rabbits with black ears or black rabbits with white ears, or all white, all black and so on. You will probably 
need to help them decide which circles and ovals to use for their rabbits; do this by using questions to prompt 
them. For example: Which part of the rabbit are you going to do first? Is the head bigger than the body? What 
shape do you think would be best for the head? Similarly, prompt them with questions if they make mistakes.

When they have finished, encourage them to admire the rabbits. As in the last session, you could take some of 
their ideas and make up a story together about what the rabbits are doing there in the wood that day. You may 
wish to end the session by reading aloud a story or poem about a rabbit. 

FROM YOUR FELT PACK:

 A similar background to 
CM7, for example with the 
bear added, like this:

 For your child: White and 
black circles and ovals in all 
sizes for the rabbits, plus 
your extra felt sheets (for 
adding details)

 Rabbit pictures (optional)

 A soft toy rabbit (if you 
don’t have one, use the 
pictures provided instead)

10–15 minutes

BLACK AND WHITE RABBITS

Your child participates enthusiastically and actively for the whole session.
Your child knows what the circles and ovals represent, and where and how to use them.
Your child uses size and colour to distinguish between different circles and ovals.
Your child can work independently, following one of the procedures for creating rabbits correctly.
Your child takes pride in their rabbits.

To develop curiosity and creativity
To create a representation of rabbits in a winter landscape 
To use a given procedure to construct the rabbits’ structure 
To develop a model of a wild woodland animal (a rabbit)
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